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The Impact of Language Games in Teaching 

English as a Foreign Language 

Paiman Hama Saleh Sabir  

16/11/2020 :التقديمأريخ ت 5/12/2020 :القبولتأريخ    
Abstract 

The present study investigates the importance of using 

various language games in the EFL context as a significant tool to 

facilitate teaching English. The study aims at finding out the role of 

such games exploited by the English teachers at Basic Schools as a 

supportive tool and a helpful method in teaching EFL. For achieving 

the aims, it is hypothesized that: (1) language games facilitate 

teaching different aspects of English language, (2) these games are 

used to teach different aspects of English language in an EFL 

context. (3) language games can be used to teach all language skills 

reading, writing, speaking and listening. Accordingly, the researcher 

defines language games, classifies them, clarifies the time and 

methods of playing such games, presents the sort of games chosen 

for this purpose, after that sheds light on the most important 

advantages of using language games for learners depending on the 

literature. To achieve the aims and verify the hypotheses of the 

study, a questionnaire is constructed and given to fifty English 

teachers who teach EFL learners at Basic Schools. The findings of 

the study achieve the aims and verify the hypothesis that languages 

games do have a crucial role in teaching English and all the aspects 

of English language to the learners who are not native speakers of 

the language. 

Keywords: Language Games, Teaching EFL Learners, Language 

Skills. 

1. Introduction 

  Most language teachers reckon that games are time 

consumers and fun, they result in no learning. Those teachers 

conceive the same idea that “all learning should be serious and 

solemn in nature and that is one is having fun and there is hilarity 

and laughter, then it is not really learning” (Kim, 1995:23). 

                                                 
Lect.Dr/ Dept. of  English Language / University of  Sulaimani. 
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However, a predominance of research results indicates the 

important role of language games in language teaching and 

learning, and games facilitate foreign language learning especially 

for young learners. But some researchers such as (Kim, ibid: 1) is 

in the view that learning can be achieved with language games. 

   So, games encourage learners to sustain their interest and help to 

promote a positive attitude towards learning. It is not only 

language learners who get benefit from games, but teachers can 

also find such games as a tool to form contexts in which the 

language is meaningful. Researchers on the field of using language 

games in teaching such as Yolageldil and Arikan (2011: 1) point 

out that “games have become crucially important for English 

language learners and teachers not only because they provide 

enjoyment and relaxation, but also they encourage students to use 

their language in a creative and communicative manner”. 

2. The Problem  

 It is observed that most English language teachers at basic 

schools do not include language games in their lessons while 

teaching English to EFL learners, as such games are perceived to 

be marginal activities and time consuming. 

3. Definition of Language Games 

 Games are described as the ‘stuff” of life in the primary 

classroom and that they provide stimulation, variety, interest and 

motivation (Read, 2007: 150). Language games are of great value 

in teaching and learning, for instance they are considered as a 

crucial component of classes and are defined as an “activity with 

rules, a goal and an element of fun”, Hadfield (1999:7). Linguists 

view games as integral part of language syllabus and amusing 

activities that can be used at all stages. They can also be seen as 

diagnostic tools for teachers to spot the areas of difficulty that can 

lead to implementing remedial actions. 

Such language activities are seen effective in learning since 

students are slow-moving in doing tasks, but games enable them to 

participate, practice and use the new language items eagerly and 

willingly. 

The educational value is another aspect of language games. 

They are not time-killing activities as some teachers consider. Lee 
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(1979: 2) points out that language games “make language learners 

use the language instead of thinking about learning the correct 

forms”. They also encourage active participation, enhance 

children’s confidence, allow for different responses and have a 

great role in “young children’s concentration and memory skills, 

as well as their ability to language and meaning with action, 

pictures, objects and sounds” (Read, 2007:151).     

4. The Choice of Language Games 

To make language games beneficial, teachers should be 

careful in their choice. So, when choosing the game, teachers 

should take into account the purpose of the language game. 

Yolageldili and Arikan (2011: 221-222) state that “a game may 

seem appropriate and useful. However, when its value is 

considered from the viewpoint of foreign language teaching it may 

have little or no value”. Additionally, Tyson (1989:1) points out 

that the game chosen must be more than just fun, it should involve 

friendly competition, and all the learners should be involved and 

interested.  

It is observed that language games should also be 

encouraging in such a way that focuses on language use, practice 

and learning or review for a specific language material. Moreover, 

if games are to bring desired results, they must correspond to 

either the student's level, age, or the material that is to be 

introduced or practiced (Uberman, 1998:3). 

The level of the game is of importance also, as some games 

may not fit students’ language level for being so difficult or easy 

to carry on. They may be boring for some learners, and also 

different age groups require various topics, materials, and modes 

of the game.  Furthermore, since language games enable social 

interaction and participation, those games should embrace physical 

action, interaction, competition and participation as children learn 

better from such sorts of games.  

However, when choosing a language game, the context of 

learning should be taken into consideration, such as the size of the 

classroom, the number of the students, types of equipment and 

tools available for playing.  

It is also to be taken into consideration that games should 

not be used just to fill time, neither to continue for too long nor to 
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be degrading or discouraging for the losers. They should neither 

allow only a few students to participate for a long time while the 

others just watch nor be graded in any way (Tyson, 1988: 1).  

5. Proper Time for Language Game 

In regard to the time of playing language games in the 

classroom, it is desirable that they ought to be “at the heart of 

teaching foreign language” (Uberman, 1998: 20). They should not 

be regarded as marginal activities that are performed at some time 

left at the end of the lesson when the teacher and the class have 

nothing to do. Sylla (2010: 9) points out that generally games are 

used after the “presentation, in the practice part, because such 

activities can be handled after mastering sufficient grammar and 

lexical points”. 

    In teaching grammar for example, a language game can be 

played at any of the following stages: (1) before presenting a given 

structure (2) after grammar presentation to know the extent to 

which the group has grasped and (3) as a revision of a grammatical 

area (Yolagwldili and Arikan, 2011:222). 

6. The Role of the Teacher in Language Games 

When a teacher uses language games in the classroom, he 

should be aware of his role in using games. The teacher is usually 

the chief decision-maker where tactics or strategies are concerned. 

He should prepare himself in such a way that he organizes the 

game before the instruction and prepare the materials in sufficient 

quantities; if he fails to master the games, the students may rebel. 

He has to know how the game is played and explain the rules of 

the game clearly. 

When language games are used for young learners, the 

teacher have two choices; he either clarifies the rules in the mother 

tongue or sits close to the learners. This game plan prevents noise; 

hence, the teacher can capture the educational purpose to which 

the game is used. Sylla (2010: 9) proposes that “The teacher must 

be creative and flexible depending on the nature of the class and 

the students' levels, the dynamics of the class must be 

appropriate”. 

Sometimes demonstration is useful as it enables the learners 

to understand the rules of the game and follow them easily. 
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Moreover, a game should not be interrupted suddenly, since it 

distracts the learners’ attention, but teachers should take the errors 

and mistakes as a note and discuss them later after the game is 

being played. Additionally, teachers should check answers at the 

end of an activity, make sure that everyone participates and control 

the time of each game. Finally, teachers should be committed and 

enthusiastic. 

7. Types of Language Games 

Though the classification of language games is not an easy 

task as they overlap, efforts have been done to classify them. 

Hadfield (1999:89), for instance, classifies them into two major 

types; linguistic and communicative games. 

 In linguistic games, the focus would be on accuracy, whereas in 

communication games the focus is on the successful exchange of 

information and ideas. 

  Hadfield (ibid) has a second classification for games, he 

classifies them into sorting, ordering, arranging, information gap 

games, guessing, searching, matching, board, and role-playing 

games. 

One more classification of games is done by Lee (2000). He 

categorizes games as structure games, vocabulary games, spelling 

games, pronunciation games, number games listen-and-do games, 

games and role play and finally discussion games. And, Toth 

(1995: 110) distributes games into competitive games, in which 

players or teams race to be the first to reach the goal, and co-

operative games, in which players or teams work together towards 

a common goal. 

 It is advisable that teachers should be careful in choosing the most 

suitable game since, each game focuses on a language item or skill 

for the lesson and the content. 

8. The Advantages of Language Games in Language 

Teaching and Learning 

Though there are different viewpoints in terms of using 

language games inside the class, the ultimate aim is that learners 

can get many benefits from the games. 

The most important advantages of language games can be summed 

up as follows: 
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a. Motivating learners: motivation is defined as some kind of internal 

drive that encourages somebody to pursue a course of action, 

(Harmer, 2007; 98).  Games are perceived as highly motivating, 

amusing, interesting and challenging activities for the learners 

since they provide more chances for shy learners to participate and 

practice the language. They add interest to topics that learners are 

not interested in, at the same time they help the teachers create an 

atmosphere in which language is useful and meaningful. 

b. Promoting learners’ interaction: one way to promote learner’s 

interaction in the class is through pair or group work, as games are 

fun and children like to play. Through games children experiment, 

discover, and interact
1
 with their environment. (Lewis, 1999 cited 

in Mei and Yu-jing, 2000:1).  

  Since most of the games are not played alone by a single 

learner, but require a pair or group work, hence they provide a 

setting for the learners to develop 

       their language skills. 

c. Improvement of learner’s language acquisition: since games 

lead to learners’ motivation and increase interaction, as the result, 

learners acquire the lessons in a better manner and more 

interestingly.  

Richard-Amato (1988: 147) views that “Games can lower anxiety, 

thus making the acquisition of input more likely”.  

As indicated above, games help in motivating learners to promote 

their interaction, improving acquisition; the result would be the 

increase of their achievement. 

Zdybiewskal (1994:6) supports the above idea and states that 

“games are good ways for practicing a language, for they provide a 

model that learners will use the language for in real life in the 

future”. Furthermore, Wierus (1994: 218) point out that in an easy, 

relaxed atmosphere which is created by using games, students 

remember things faster and better (cited by Uberman, 1998: 4). 

                                                 

1
 Interaction comprises “the nature of class pedagogy and classroom 

behavior”, (Tuan and Doan, 2010:71). 
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    Accordingly, one can state that games are used in the class as 

fun since children like to play, add variation to a lesson, make the 

foreign language useful as they bring the target language to life, 

make reasons for speaking possible and learners can learn the 

language the way they acquire their mother tongue without being 

aware that they are studying and with no stress. 

9. Methodology and Questionnaire Administration 

9.1 The Questionnaire 

To achieve the aims and verify the hypotheses of the study, 

an online questionnaire is designed. It is composed of three 

sections:  

the first section is the title and guidelines, the second section 

incorporates participants’ academic background, whereas the third 

has 25 items which entail the fundamental questions about the 

nature of language games on teaching such as the teacher’s use of 

these games, the language aspects that these games are used for, 

the skills that teachers focus on in using language games and the 

benefits of these games in teaching EFL classes. 

It is observed that the responses to the whole items of the 

online questionnaire required about fifteen minutes. The entire 

questionnaire was conducted within a week, more precisely 

through 23-29 of February 2020. 

9.2 Validity and Reliability of the Questionnaire 

To verify the face validity of the online questionnaire, it has 

been given to jury
2
 members from different academic backgrounds 

who are from different universities inside and outside Kurdistan 

region.  

                                                 
2
 Jury members: 

1. Prof. Diana Sweet. Adjunct professor in ESOL. Northshore Community 

College and instructor at                        Salem State University/MA. 

USA  

2. Najat Ismael Sayakhan. Assist prof. University of Sulaimani. 

3. Rasool Muhamed Khidir. Assist Lecturer. University of Sulaimani. 

4. Dr. Drakhshan Yusef. Ph.D. in Applied Linguistics. Lecturer at Saladin 

University/Erbil. 
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The reliability of the questionnaire is tested out by using the SPSS 

program which revealed that it is highly reliable 0.982.  

Table 1 Reliability Statistics 

Cronbach's Alpha Number of 

items  

0.982 25 
 

9.3 The Participants 

As the title of the current study suggests, the study is 

concerned with the impact language games in teaching English in 

EFL context. Therefore, it is decided that all the participants in the 

questionnaire should be Basic school teachers. 

For that purpose, fifty school teachers
3
 from both genders 

(29 males and 21 females) are randomly chosen with different 

periods of teaching experience between 1-10 years. The selected 

teachers used to teach learners from 1-9 grades and they are 

supposed to include language games while teaching since the 

textbooks they teach are ‘Sun Rise’ series. 

9.4 Data Analysis and Results 

 For analyzing the data, quantitive method analysis is 

implemented since the questionnaire is quantitively designed. 

Accordingly, the accumulated data is exposed to the SPSS 

program to dignify the reliability of the questionnaire. The 

statistical analysis reports that the questionnaire is reliable as the 

outcome result is 0. 982 for the whole 25 items.    

9.5 Discussion of the Questionnaire Items  

The following is a brief discussion of the questionnaire results: 

1) Concerning the first item of the third section of the 

questionnaire: ‘Teachers should be serious in class and do not 

allow learners to have fun and laughter in teaching’, the results 

reveal that only 18% of the respondents prefer to have classes with 

no fun and laughter, whereas the 48% totally agree with the idea, 

and the remaining number of teachers are neutral in this concern. 

This is an indication that in English classes fun and laughter are 

essential parts of the class. 

                                                 
3
 In is noticed that a number of participants did not answer all the items of the 

questionnaire; therefore, the responses are less than 50 in certain items. 
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Figure 1 Participants Responses for the first Question 

2) The second item which is also related to the first question to 

designate whether 'English can be taught with fun and hilarity'. 

More than half of the teachers, more precisely 68.1% disagree to 

have their classes without hilarity, while a small number of them 

19.1% agree with the idea and %12.8 are neutral in this behalf out 

of 47 responses.  

 
Figure 2 Participants’ Responses for the Second Question 

 

3) Gradually the questionnaire moves towards item 3 of using games 

in class, and the researcher raises the question whether the 

participants of the study are ‘familiar with the term language 

games. Most of them, that is %64.8 are familiar whereas for %8.3 

the term sounds unfamiliar, and %27.1 of the respondents provide 

a neutral response. 
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          Figure 3 Participants’ Responses for the third Question 

 

4) The items (4,5,6,7,8) are designed to recognize the advantages of 

games in teaching English. The following percentages show the 

participants’ agreement for the advantage of language games as: 

   

Table 2: Language Games as Facilitative Tools, Effective 

Techniques, Enhancing Learning, cognitive Effect, Warm up 

Activities 
Facilitative 
tools 

Effective 
techniques  

Enhance 
learning 

cognitive 
Effect  

warm up 
activities 

94.0% 88% 79.8% 87.8% 87.8% 

 

The above answers imply that language games are conceived and 

assumed to be fundamental portions of class rather than time 

killers.  

5) Concerning the timing of playing games inside the class, both items 

9 and 10 are designed for that purpose: 30.6 % of the teachers 

agree to play games at the end of the lesson, whereas 38.8% 

disagree with this timing, 30.6% provide a neutral response. These 

answers conclude that language games can be used at all the stages 

and phases of the lesson. As for playing games at all the stages of 

the lesson; 55.1% show agreement, 10.2% disagree and 34.7% are 

neutral in this respect.        
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Figure 4 Answers for Item 4 

 

 
Figure 5 Answers for Item 10 

 

6) In order to verify the hypothesis which assumes that language 

games are used to teach all the aspects of language, the items 11, 

12, 13, 14 and 15 are arranged for this purpose. The results 

connote that: 57.1% of the teachers use games in teaching 

phonology, which is a large number as compared to the percentage 

of those voices who disagree 14.3% and those who gave a neutral 

response 28.8 %.  
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Figure 6 Percentage of Answers in Using Language Games in 

Teaching Phonology 

7) Item 11 concerning the use of games for teaching morphology, 

55.1% of the participants agree to use games in teaching 

morphology, whereas 14.3% disagree to use them in teaching this 

aspect of language and 30.8% give a neutral response. 

 
Figure 7 percentage of Answers indicating Using Language 

Games in Teaching Morphology 

 

8) As for teaching syntax, more than half of the responses reflect the 

fact that the participants agree to play language games in teaching 

this aspect of language which form 58.3% of the responses, 

whereas only 18.8% disagree with the idea and the remaining 

provide a neutral response, as exposed by the percentage 25% of 

the participants only. 
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Figure 8 Percentage of Answers in Using Language Games in 

Teaching Syntax 

 

9) Another aspect which is tested out is meaning and language games. 

In responding to this item, the majority of the participants, that is 

85.7% of the total number agree to use games in teaching meaning, 

only a small portion who are 2% disagree and 12.2% give a neutral 

response. 

 
   Figure 9 Percentage of Answers in Using Language Games in 

Teaching Meaning 

 

10) Concerning the last aspect which is the use of language games and 

contextual meaning; the results indicate that the majority of the 

teachers who compose 79.8% prefer to use language games in 

teaching language in use, whereas those who disagree are only 2% 

of the whole number and the remaining portion is neutral and they 

compose 18.4% of the whole participants. Thus, the first and the 
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second hypotheses of the study that teachers use language games 

in facilitating and teaching all the aspects of language which are 

reflected in the number and percentage of the responses.  

 
Figure 10 Percentage of Answers in Using Language Games in 

Teaching Language Use in Context 

 

11) To adjust the misconception that language games are just time-

filling activities, item 16 is assigned for that purpose: the majority 

who form 57.1% of the participants disagree with this concept. 

This answer and the rate of the responses have an educational 

value since teachers’ responses in Kurdistan region view games 

not just as activities to fill their time with, while only 16.3% of the 

respondents agree with this fallacy. 

 
Figure 11 Answers for Item 16 
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12) To discern the frequency of using language games in class by the 

teachers, the following responses are given to item 17.  

 Always: 20.4% 

 Sometimes:65.3% 

 Usually: 8.2% 

 Rarely:4.1% 

 Usually:3% 

 Never:0% 

 1%: this is the first time I hear about this 

 1% left unanswered 

 

 
Figure 12 Percentage of Answers for Item 17 

 

13) To assess the usefulness of games by the teachers that is covered 

by item 18, most of the teachers who compose 87% of the 

participants agree that language games are motivating and 

challenging, so no one disagrees with this notion. The remaining 

portion gave a neutral response to this item. 

 
Figure 13 Percentage of Answers for item18 
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14) As for the items 19, 20, 21 and 22 which are designed to discern 

the language skill in which games are used for: speaking, writing, 

listening or reading. The results are as follows: 

The role of language games in allowing the learners to practice 

speaking is agreed upon by 79.8% and there is only 2% who 

disagree with the idea, others are neutral in this concern. 

 
Figure 14 Percentage of Answers of Using Language Games in 

Practicing Speaking  

 

The role of games in practicing writing: 55% show their 

agreement, whereas 10.2% disagree and 18.4% others are neutral 

in this respect.  

 
Figure 15 Percentage of Answers of Using Language Games in 

Practicing Writing 

 Speaking 

 

As for listening; there is 59.2% agreement voices, whereas 

12.2% disagrees and the remaining 26.8% is neutral.  
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Figure 16 The Use of Games in Practicing Writing 

 

And the last skill is reading. The participants’ agreement is 

decreased which is only 38.8%, and 14.3% show disagreement but 

the remaining 38.8% is neutral. The above results indicate that 

language games can be tailored in a way to teach all language 

skills.  

 

 
Figure 17 The Use of Language Games in Practicing Writing 

 

These results verify the third hypothesis of the study that 

language games are used with all language skills; reading, writing, 

speaking and listening.       

15) Item 23 is designed to recognize whether language games have the 

advantage as welcome breaks in class; 51% agree with this 

advantage, 10.2% disagree and the remaining is neutral.  
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Figure 18 Percentage of Answers for Item 23 

 

16) Another item which is number 24 is intended to highlight the view 

that language games are student-centered. Most of the answers 

65.3% reveal this fact. This is also highlighted as one of the 

reasons as ‘why should we use games in the language classroom’ 

Games are truly learner-centered in that learners are not only 

highly active when playing games, but also in that we can organize 

the working of games so that our learners adopt the role of leaders, 

with teachers as mere facilitators (Sigurðardóttir, 2010: 5). 

 
Figure 19 Percentage of Answers for Item 24 

 

17) Item 25 is designed to recognize the participants’ point of view on 

another advantage of language games as a ‘tool to review the 

material’. This item is agreed upon by most of the participants, 

who compose 51.7% of the whole number of the teachers in the 

current study, 16.3% disagrees and 30.6% gives neutral responses. 

These answers support Rixon’s (1979:3) reports that: games lend 
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themselves well to revision exercises helping learners recall 

material in a pleasant, entertaining way. 

 

 
Figure 20 Percentage of Answers for Item 2 

 

10. Conclusions  

  Using language games is one of the techniques and tools in 

EFL classes. This study is conducted to unearth the importance of 

using these games in classes by language teachers in basic and 

high schools in Sulaimani District. Language games have specific 

rules, time and methods to play that should be organized by the 

teacher. They provide a suitable environment for language 

teaching and learning, simultaneously.  

From the results of the data analysis, the aims and the 

hypotheses of the present study are verified statistically and 

through the answers of the items of the questionnaire, it is found 

out that language games have a recognizable role as a facilitative 

tool in teaching English as indicated by the responses that 94% of 

the teachers of this study agree with this advantage of language 

games.  

Moreover, the hypotheses of the study are verified as 

indicated by the frequency of responses. The results reinforce that 

language games are used in teaching all the aspects of the 

language, which is represented by the percentage of responses that 

represents agreement in using language in teaching phonology 

who is %57.1, whereas the percentage of using games in teaching 
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morphology is %55.1, agreement with syntax is 58. 3% and with 

language in use is 85.7%.  

And the second hypothesis is verified since more than half 

of the participants agrees that language games are used with all 

language skills: reading, writing, speaking and listening. 

Furthermore, several advantages of language games have been 

highlighted within the outcomes of the questionnaire analysis such 

as that games have affective and cognitive advantages, they 

generate class dynamics and adaptable. 

Nonetheless, what is discussed previously does not imply 

that language games are alternative substitutions for teachers 

inside the class, but they are facilitators and means that help 

teachers and learners to partake better opportunities to experience 

different methods in teaching and learning. 

The findings of the present study can be used as a 

motivative resource for those teachers who keep using traditional 

methods of teaching English without games and who consider 

games as time consumers; therefore, teachers can use games as a 

helpful tool to accelerate teaching and as a good resource to 

enhance their students’ performance in all language aspects and 

skills. 
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Index 

           The Questionnaire  

The Impact of Language Games in Teaching English as a Foreign 

Language 

………………………………………………….. 

Gender: 

Age: 

Years of Teaching Experience: 

Level (s) you teach: 

Age (s) of the Learners:  

Days of Teaching English Class per Week: 

……………………………………………… 

Dear participants: 

  The following questioner is prepared for the sake of a study to 

observe the extent of using language games by English language 

teachers at Basic schools. The purpose of the study is to figure out 

whether English language teachers make use of language games. It 

is also aimed at recognizing the aspects of language teaching that 

language games are useful for, and which skills of teaching they 

are utilized. The questionnaire also sheds light on the benefits of 

these games from the point of view of the English teachers. 

As an English language teacher, please display your attitude 

towards the following statements:  
 Items. Agree  disagree Neutral  

1.  Teachers should be serious in 

class and do not allow learners to 

have fun and laughter in teaching. 

   

2.  It is not possible to teach English 

and have fun and hilarity in the 

class. 

   

3.  The term ‘language games’ is 

familiar to me as an English 

language teacher. 

   

4.  Language games are facilitative 

tools in teaching English. 

  

 

 

5.  Language games are effective 

techniques to be used in class. 

   

6.  Language games enhance 

learning. 

   

7.  Language games add fun and    
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bring relaxation to the learners. 

8.  Language games are useful worm 

up activities. 

   

9.  Language games are used at the 

end of the lesson 

   

10.  Language games are suitable at 

all stages of the lesson. 

   

11.  Language games are useful in 

teaching (form) phonology.  

   

12.  Language games are useful in 

teaching (form) morphology. 

   

13.   Language games are useful in 

teaching (form) syntax. 

   

14.  
Language games are useful in 

teaching meaning. 

   

15.  Language games are useful to 

create a meaningful context for 

language use. 

   

16.  Language games are time-filling 

activities only. 

   

17.  
a. I include language 

games in my language 

teaching class always. 

b. I usually include 

language games in my 

language 

teaching class. 

c. Sometimes I include 

language games in my 

language 

teaching class. 

d. I rarely include 

language games in my 

language 

teaching class. 

e. I never include 

language games in my 

language 

teaching class. 
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18.  
Language games are motivating 

and challenging. 

   

19.  Language games allow the 

students to practice speaking. 

   

20.  Language games allow the 

students to practice writing. 

   

21.  Language games allow learners to 

practice listening. 

   

22.  Language games allow the 

students to practice reading. 

   

23.  Games are welcome break from 

the routine of language class. 

   

24.  Games are student centered    

25.  Games are used for quick review 

after the material is covered. 
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 جنبيةأَ  ةة بوصفها لغي  ي تدريس اللغة اإِلنکليز ة فتأثير اأَللعاب اللغوي  
 بيمان حمه صالح صابر

 لص ستخالم
  المتن عثث   ثثا سثثياة الويثث  لعثثاا الوي ي ثثل  ا عمال  اسثثتهمي ثثأ   الدراسثث تبحثثه هثث             

  .جنبي  لي  أ  ب صفها لتسهيل تدريس الوي  النكويزي   مفيدة   داة  أ    نكويزي  الإ 
  نجويزي ثثها معومثث  الويثث  الإ عمولعثثاا التثثا يسثثتإلثثم معر ثث  د ر هثث   ال  هثثد  ت            

هثثثدا ، ل  ا لتحميثثثة هثثث    ،دعثثثط  قريمثثث  مفيثثثدة  ثثثا التثثثدريس داة  أ    ساسثثثي   ثثثا المثثثدارس ال  
 :  ما يأتاُيفترض 

ا  ثثثثا تسثثثثهيل تثثثثدريس االلعثثثثاا الوي ي ثثثث ؤدِّيتثثثث -1 لج انثثثثا المةتوفثثثث  لويثثثث    د ر ا حاسثثثثم 
 . النجويزي 

   ثثا سثثياة نجويزي ثثلعثثاا لتعوثثيط ج انثثا مةتوفثث  مثثا الويثث  الإ هثث   ال   عماليمكثثا اسثثت -2
 .هاتدريس

ه   كثالمراةة  الكتابث   التحثد  لعثاا مثج جميثج المهثارال الوي ي ثال   هث   عماليمكثا اسثت -3
 صياة. الإ 

ثثثث عويثثثثح، تحثثثثا ل الباح ثثثث  تحديثثثثد ال             ة ائثثثثالقر  حلعثثثثاا الوي يثثثث   تصثثثثنيفها  ت  ِّ
لعاا المةتارة لهث ا اليثرض،  مثا ن ع ال   ،   ًل  عالعااساليا   قل لعا ه   ال   ال  
البحثث ه لعثثاا الويثث  لومتعومثثيا اعتمثثاد ا عوثثم أ   عمالهثثط مزايثثا اسثثتلمثثاة ال ثث ة عوثثم أ  إإ  ط   ُثث

لةمسثيا مثا   اناسثتب ُصثنعل الفر ثيال  هثدا لتحميثة ال     ،التا تنا لل هث ا الم  ث ع
  .ساسي     ا المدارس ال  جنبي  لي  أ  ب صفها   ا الوي  النجويزي  س  يدرِّ  معوط

لعثاا الويث  لهثا أ   ا  إلثم أ    انجابثال المعومثيا لهث ا ابسثتبا إ تشير نتثائ  الدراسث               
 عمالح يمكثثا اسثثتن ثث   ثثا هثث   المثثدارس،  أ  د ر حاسثثط  ثثا تسثثهيل تثثدريس الويثث  النجويزي ثث

 .  نجويزي  ع  ما الوي   ا صف    مراحل الوي  الإ ج انا من    لعاا  ا تدريسه   ال  
اللعاا الوي ي ، تعويط متعوما الوي  النجويزي  كوي  لكلمات المفتاحية: ا          

 المهارال الوي ي . أجنبي ،
                                                 

 سم اللغة اإِلنكليزي ة/جامعة السليماني ة.قمدرس / 


